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INTRODUCTION

About Our Company
Who We Are?
Wireless Solutions Trading Co. is a Riyadh Based IT Solutions &
Services provider, established in year 2008. We have an excellent
team of knowledgeable and well trained executives and servicemen,
who will be able to assist you in your requirements.
We deal with Installation & configuration, Sales & Services which
includes Hardware and Software, CCTV Systems, Complete Network,
Server-side implementations, Fire Alarm Systems.

We specialize in the field of CCTV Systems and have a competitive
client base in the Kingdom providing our solutions to Businesses,
Hotels, & Restaurants and whatever you can think of.
Also we have streamlined into VPN Solutions, Web-Hosting and Email
solutions, Providing Consultations for ERP & CRM solutions to Small
and Mid size companies in collaboration with Gourbane.com.

The common question that gets asked in business is, ‘why?’ That’s a good question, but an
equally valid question is, ‘why not?’. – Jeff Bezos.
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OUR TEAM
Executive Members

Manpower & Labor.
Due to the nature of our business. we have sufficient labor to suffice our projects, also
keeping in mind of peak times, where we might require excess of manpower for which we
have tied up with various Manpower providing groups such as INITIAL Saudi Arabia, who ondemand provide us with enough manpower as requested. Therefore stay assured that we
meet the deadlines as per the contract.
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OUR SERVICES

OUR LIST OF SERVICES
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OUR PORTFOLIO

OUR KEY PROJECTS
We not only have provided
services to reputed companies in
the Kingdom, but also have been
partner in implementation
services to various companies in
the GCC and some of our
renowned clients include :
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FIREWALL SYSTEM

FIREWALL SYSTEM
Our Firewall system software provides world-class, comprehensive network
security, with high-performance Intel® hardware delivering up to 10Gb
throughput with VPN/SSL offload and advanced firewall features.
Our Firewall System
can be deployed in
any type of locations.
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Features – State Table/ NAT/ High Availability
State Table
The firewall's state table maintains information on your open network connections. The pfSense software is a stateful firewall, by default all
rules are stateful.
Network Address Translation (NAT)
•Port forwards including ranges and the use of multiple public IPs
•1:1 NAT for individual IPs or entire subnets.
•Outbound NAT
• Default settings NAT all outbound traffic to the WAN IP. In multiple WAN scenarios, the default settings NAT outbound traffic to the IP
of the WAN interface being used.
• Advanced Outbound NAT allows this default behavior to be disabled, and enables the creation of very flexible NAT (or no NAT) rules.
•NAT Reflection - NAT reflection is possible so services can be accessed by public IP from internal networks.
High Availability
The combination of CARP, pfsync, and our configuration synchronization provides high availability functionality. Two or more firewalls can be
configured as a failover group. If one interface fails on the primary or the primary goes offline entirely, the secondary becomes active. The
pfSense software also includes configuration synchronization capabilities, so you make your configuration changes on the primary and they
automatically synchronize to the secondary firewall.
The firewall's state table is replicated to all failover configured firewalls. This means your existing connections will be maintained in the case of
failure, which is important to prevent network disruptions.
Limitations: Only works with static public IPs, does not work with stateful failover using DHCP, PPPoE, or PPTP type WANs.
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Features – WAN/ Load Balancing/ VPN
Multi-WAN
Multi-WAN functionality enables the use of multiple Internet connections, with load balancing and/or failover, for
improved Internet availability and bandwidth usage distribution.
Server Load Balancing
Server load balancing is used to distribute load between multiple servers. This is commonly used with web servers, mail
servers, and others. Servers that fail to respond to ping requests or TCP port connections are removed from the pool.
Virtual Private Network (VPN)
The pfSense software offers three options for VPN connectivity, IPsec and OpenVPN.
IPsec
IPsec allows connectivity with any device supporting standard IPsec. This is most commonly used for site to site
connectivity to other pfSense installations and most all other firewall solutions (Cisco, Juniper, etc.). It can also be used for
mobile client connectivity.
OpenVPN
OpenVPN is a flexible, powerful SSL VPN solution supporting a wide range of client operating systems.
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Features – Captive Portal
Captive Portal
Captive portal allows you to force authentication, or redirection to a click through page for network access. This is commonly
used on hot spot networks, but is also widely used in corporate networks for an additional layer of security on wireless or
Internet access. The following is a list of features in the pfSense Captive Portal:
•Maximum concurrent connections - Limit the number of connections to the portal itself per client IP. This feature prevents a
denial of service from client PCs sending network traffic repeatedly without authenticating or clicking through the splash page.
•Idle timeout - Disconnect clients who are idle for more than the defined number of minutes.
•Hard timeout - Force a disconnect of all clients after the defined number of minutes.
•Logon pop up window - Option to pop up a window with a log off button.
•URL Redirection - after authenticating or clicking through the captive portal, users can be forcefully redirected to the defined
URL.
•MAC filtering - by default, pfSense filters using MAC addresses. If you have a subnet behind a router on a captive portal enabled
interface, every machine behind the router will be authorized after one user is authorized. MAC filtering can be disabled for
these scenarios.
•Authentication options - There are three authentication options available.
• No authentication - This means the user just clicks through your portal page without entering credentials.
• Local user manager - A local user database can be configured and used for authentication.
• RADIUS authentication - This is the preferred authentication method for corporate environments and ISPs. It can be used to
authenticate from Microsoft Active Directory and numerous other RADIUS servers.
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Features – Captive Portal - ii
•RADIUS capabilities
• Forced re-authentication
• Able to send Accounting updates
• RADIUS MAC authentication allows captive portal to authenticate to a RADIUS server using the client's MAC address as the user name and
password.
• Allows configuration of redundant RADIUS servers.
•HTTP or HTTPS - The portal page can be configured to use either HTTP or HTTPS.
•Pass-through MAC and IP addresses - MAC and IP addresses can be white listed to bypass the portal. Any machines with NAT port forwards will
need to be bypassed so the reply traffic does not hit the portal. You may wish to exclude some machines for other reasons.
•File Manager - This allows you to upload images for use in your portal pages.
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Features – Reports
Reporting and Monitoring
RRD Graphs
The RRD graphs in the pfSense software maintain historical information on the following.
•CPU utilization
•Total throughput
•Firewall states
•Individual throughput for all interfaces
•Packets per second rates for all interfaces
•WAN interface gateway(s) ping response times
•Traffic shaper queues on systems with traffic shaping enabled
Real Time Information
Historical information is important, but sometimes it's more important to see real time information.
•SVG graphs are available that show real time throughput for each interface.
•For traffic shaper users, the Status -> Queues screen provides a real time display of queue usage using AJAX updated gauges.
•The front page includes AJAX gauges for display of real time CPU, memory, swap and disk usage, and state table size.
Internet Usage Reports
• Daily/ Weekly/ Monthly/ Quarterly/ Yearly Reports for LAN usage, websites visited by IP/ Mac-id/ Client Name, content
browsed, data downloaded, all reports can be viewed
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Features – Reports
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Firewall Variants
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CAPTIVE PORTAL SAMPLE

CAPTIVE PORTAL SYSTEM
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CAPTIVE PORTAL SYSTEM
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT

THE LADDER TO SUCCESS
In Order For The Success Of Our Project, We
Must Adhere To Basic But Most Important Steps,
Right From Inception To Commissioning &
Handover.

Step Five
Step Four

Step Three
Step Two
Step One
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FOUR STEPS PROCESS
Understand Requirement
We must understand what the
requirement is, exactly in order to

Research & Proposal

serve you in the most suitable
manner, As they say right man for
the right job, we must provide right

Research through our range of

Equipment at the right place

products, and find out the best

Delivery Time & Quality Check

price and quote you, also calculate
the timeframe for the entire project.
Believe us, what we promise we
deliver before it. That is one of the
reasons of our secret for success,
Customer Satisfaction.

Complete The Job On Time and
Keep a check on Quality of the

DELIVERY

work at each and every Step
Once the Project is upto the
satisfaction of our quality control
people, its ready for
commissioning & handover.
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CONTACT US

STAY IN TOUCH WITH US
Our Phone
+966-581087918

Email / Website
info@wsolution.co
asif@wsolution.co
www.wsolution.co

Offices – Riyadh – Jareer Street, Al Malaz, Riyadh.
Software Support Desk :
New York- +1- 646-362-6846

